
 

 

Recessed Panel Card Instructions 
By Lea-Anne Alexander (Throwback Thursday Queen Designer) 

Blog: http://info032593.wixsite.com/amazingcards  Facebook: @artandcraftcards 
 

Requirements 
Folded 15.5cmx10.5cm white card 
2 x 14.5cmx9.5cm C75 002 Misty Floral paper  
1 x 15cmx10cm C75 007 Sewing patterns paper  
1 x 14.5cmx9.5cm C75 007 Sewing patterns paper  
1 x 14.5cmx9.5cm White card 
Foamarim flower or Little Birdie handmade flowers 
2 small paper leaves 
Sentiment stamp 
Diamante 
Cuttlebug dots embossing folder 
Tim Holtz Tumbled glass distress ink 
Watercolour pencils or colour-in pencils 
Foam tape  
Usual craft kit, hot gun glue, double sided tape, ruler, blending tool 
 

*The recessed panel can also be in the centre of the card in a straight line either portrait or landscape. 
 
To make up the card 
1. Measure and cut C75 007 paper piece to 15cmx10cm, flip over to the grey side, chalk the edges with distress 

ink and stick as onto the face of your card.  
2. Using the 14.5cmx9.5cm C75 002 flower pattern chalk the edges and stick onto the grey card. 
3. Using the 14.5cmx9.5cm C75 007 sewing pattern, flip over to use the grey side. To get the recessed panel* 

position the paper piece to landscape. From the bottom left hand corner measure and mark at 2cm and 
7.5cm. From the top left hand corner, mark at 10cm and 12.5cm. Draw a line to link up the bottom 2cm 
mark with the top 10cm mark and the bottom 7.5cm mark with the top 12.5cm mark. Trim the card along 
your lines. Discard the cut off piece.  Chalk the edges and stick down on top of the flower pattern paper. 

4. Using the 14.5cmx9.5cm white card, position paper to landscape and from the bottom left hand corner 
measure and mark at 1.5cm and 8cm. From the top left hand corner, mark at 9.5cm and 13cm. Draw a line 
to link up the bottom 1.5cm mark with the top 9.5cm mark and the bottom 8cm mark with the top 13cm 
mark. Trim the card along your lines. Discard the cut off piece. Using the top triangle, emboss with the dots 
embossing folder, chalk the edges and lightly along the top of the dots and stick down on top of the grey 
card. Using the bottom corner piece cut off, stamp your sentiment, chalk the edges and stick down on top 
of and lining up with the bottom of the grey card.  

5. Using the 2nd piece of the C75 002 flower pattern, fussy cut three matching flowers and eight matching 
leaves to the flower pattern visible through the recessed panel. Paint or colour these in with your 
watercolour pencils, stick down lining up with the current flowers and leaves peeping through the recessed 
panel. Stick the leaves down underneath the flowers. 

6. Using your foamarim or handmade flowers use your glue gun to stick down the main flower, add the two 
little paper leaves under this flower. 

7. Finish off with diamante. 
8. Cut the leftover pieces cut down to 15cmx15cm, 10cmx15cm, 10cmx10cm and 5cmx5cm pieces and place 

into your scrap paper storage box for later use to make greeting cards or using on your layouts. Throw away 
the remaining small bits and pieces. Enjoy! 
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